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1. 
In describing the structure of a group acting on a tree, Bass and Serre [ 111 intro- 
duced the concept of a graph of groups, and defined the fundamental group of a 
graph of groups. In the author’s thesis [4], an exact sequence of augmentation ideals 
was associated with a graph of groups; this sequence isdue to Lewin [9] for free pro- 
ducts with amalgamation, and is implicit in Cohen [7] for HNN extensions. We give 
here a proof of the exactness of this sequence, and connect it with certain other 
exact sequences, which give rise to Mayer-Vietoris sequences for the homology 
and cohomology of the fundamental group. These Mayer-Vietoris sequences are 
due to Lyndon and Swan [13, Theorem 2.31 for free products with amalgamation, 
and Bieri [l] for HNN groups. We close by showing how these sequences can be 
used to calculate Euler characteristics of groups as defined in [2] and [S] . 
Dicks [S] has established the existence of similar exact sequences for what he 
calls a “tree of rings”. Recently, he has indicated that our main results (Theorems 1 
and 2 below) can also be proved by his methods. 
By a graph X we understand a set v(X) (vertices of X), a set k’(X) (edges of X), 
together with a mapping E(X) + v(X) X P’(X) den’oted by J’ ++ (o(j), to, and a 
mapping E(x) + E(X) denoted by y l-37, satisfying y ‘it y, 7 = 3’ and o@) = t(j) 
for ally e E(x). We call o@) and t(y) the endpoints of y, a pair [v,?} is called an 
unoriented edge of X, and an orientation of X is a set consisting of exactly one 
element from each pair {v,y}. For definitions of connected graph, tree, etc. we 
refer to [l l] or [14]. 
A graph of groups (9 ,X) consists of a connected graph X (with V(X) non-empty), 
for each P E v(X) a group Gp, for each y E E(X) a group GJ,, with c;.V = GF, and 
for eachy EE(X) a monomorphism Gr -+ Gt(,,), denoted by a * a? The image of 
G,, under this monomorphism isdenoted by G$. 
Let T be a maximal tree of X. The fundamental group nC$X, T) is the flNN 
group whose base is the tree product of 9 restricted to T, with associated pairs 
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G_& G{ for y FE(T). That is, 7~( C&X, 7’) is the group with presentation 
where y runs through E(X), P through V(X), and a through GY. (The stable letter ‘y 
should not be confused with the endpoint e) of y.) For example, if x has one un- 
oriented edge Cy,y}, and two vertices P, Q, with 00) = P, t(Y) = Q, then I@$, X, x) 
is a free product with amalgamation Gp *my GQ. 
The GP are embedded in Y@,X, T) in the obvious way, and we regard Gp az a 
subgroupof n(s,X, 7’). Moreover, up to isomorphism, n($$X, 7) is independent of 
T. For proofs of these statements, ee [4] or [ 111. 
We shall use some elementary facts from the cohomology theory of groups. Let 
R be a commutative ring with identity, let G be a group, and let RG denote the 
group ring. Let 1G be the kernel of the augmentation map RG + R given by sending 
all g E G to 1. Then I# is R-free on the set k - 1 1 g E G, g # l}, and there is a short 
exact sequence 0 + Ic ~3 RG + R + 0. If H is a subgroup of G, let JH(G) denote 
RG.I’& Then JH(G) is naturally isomorphic (as a left RG-module) to RG BRH I’& 
the isomorphism RGaR, _IH + JH(G) being given by r @ x H rx, for r E RG, x E 1” 
(see [ 13; Lemma 4.31). 
We denote by R(G/H) the free R-module on the cosets gH of H in G; R(G/H) is 
an RG-module, RG-isomorphic to RG@,, R by means of the mappinggH *g @ 1 
(s E G). Applying the exact functor RGB~,- to the sequence O+ I’ --, RH + R + 0, 
we obtain an exact sequence 0 + JH(G) + RG + R(GIH) + 0 where the mapping 
RG + R(GIH) is given by g t+ gH. If reference to G is unnecessary, we write just 
JH for JH(G). 
Lemma 1. Under these circumstances, suppose S is a subset of H, and let S - 1 de- 
note (s - 11 s E S). Then S generates H if and only if S - 1 generates JH as an RG 
module. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 4.21 where the corresponding statement for right RG-modules 
is proved. 
Let M be an RG-module (that is, a unitary left RG-module), and let d : G +M be 
a mapping. We say that d is a derivation if d(xy) = d(x) + xd@) for all x and y in G. 
Suppose d is a mapping from G to M, and let 6 be an R-linear mapping from Ic to 
M, such that S(g - 1) = d(g) for all g E G. Then d is a derivation if and only if 6 is 
an RG-homomorphism. Since Ic is R-free on k - 1 1 g E G, g f l), this gives a one 
to one correspondence: 
HomRG (I& M) * derivations from G to IM . 
Still assuming A4 is an RG-module, let MG denote the split extension ofAl and G. 
Explicitly, the underlying set of MC is A4 X G, and the group operation is given by 
(m,g)(m’,g’) = /Im +gm’,gg’). Note that (m,g)-1 = (-g-l,, g-l). Let s be a mapping 
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from G to MC of the form s(g) = @(j&g), where d is a mapping from G to M. Then 
s is a homomorphism of groups if and only if d is a derivation. 
We remark that MC can be thought of as a group of 2 X 2 matrices, identifying 
(m,g) with ($ p. If we make M into an RG-bimodule by letting G act trivially on 
the right, then the group operation of MC is matrix multiplication. 
2. 
In this section, R continues to denote a fixed but arbitrary commutative ring with 
identity. If {Ml 1 i E l} is a family of modules over an arbitrary ring with identity S, 
LIieI Ml denotes the external direct sum of the family. It is the set of all functions 
a : I * UiEl Ml such that a(i) E Ml for all i E I, and a(i) = 0 for all but finitely many 
i E I. We denote a(i) by ai, and call ai the ith coordinate of a. If Mi = M for all i, we 
write I-I,* M. In the case of a two element family {M1,M& we write Ml @ Mz,.and 
think of elements of Ml @ M2 as ordered pairs in the usual way. 
Lemma 2. Let T be a tree, let A be an orientation of T, and let M be a module over 
an arbitrary ring S. Then there is a short exact sequence of S-modules 
O-, u ML u M&M-O, 
Y- PE UT) 
where f and g are defined as follows: if a E LI y EA M, f(a) has 
ay as t(y) coordinate 
-ay as o(j) coordinate 
0 in all other coordinates . 
IfbEUPEV(T) M, g(b) = CpE v(T) bp (sum in M). 
Proof. The augmented chain complex of T (in the combinatorial sense, see [ 14; $11.71) 
has the form 
. . . o-+0-, z-p Ll I_I z + z + 0 . . . 
YEA PE I/(T) 
where Z denotes the ring of integers. Since T is a tree, this sequence isexact. Apply- 
ing the functors -@,S and --BSM in succession, the sequence remains exact, and 
after making appropriate identifications, we obtain the exact sequence 
O-, LI f M---, LT Mg-M-+0. 
YEA P~w-.l 
Let (C&x) be a graph of groups, T a maximal tree of X, and A an orientation of 
X. Let G = n($X, 7). Clearly we can modify (9,X), without changing G, so that 
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forY 64 - qn, Fy -q(y) is an inclusion. This is done only to simplify the nota- 
tion. Assuming this done, define the following RG-modules: 




where J’ is short for JG~(G), and JY for JG (G). (G,, is a subgroup of G because of 
the inclusions G,, C-, Go (,,) c-, G.) Also de me fy 
M= u RG, v=uRG, andL=k 
PE VW) _VEA YEA 0” 
where L,, is short for JttY,(G), and <f_,,) means the subgroup of G generated by lY. 
Thus Lu = RG(t,, - l), ‘and it will be zero or free cyclic according as-v E T or 
JJ $ T. Note that M ;Ind IV are submodules ofM and fv respectively. 
Assume y EA. Define an RG-homomorphism F,, : Jy + M as follows: if r E J’, 
al,(r) has 
rty as t(y) coordinate 
--I as O(Y) coordinate 
0 in all other coordinates; 
H_v is in Jro,, because r can be written as r = Z xEGv r&c - 1), where YX E RG, 
and all but finitely many r, are zero. Then Uy = z&G 
r: XEG~ ‘xty@’ 
r;c(~ - l)ty = 
letting or(a) = Z 
- l), which is in Jtolj since xJ’ E C,,.kow define ar : N -+ M by 
y EA o~v (ay) (sum in M), an RG-homomorphism. 
In exactly the same way, we may define RG-maps GY : RG + M and E : 6 M, and 
ii is an extension of ar. We also define a map flY : Jr + L by letting the y-coordinate 
of p,(r) be -<fy - l), and all other coordinates zero, and extend to an RG-mapping 
/3: N-+L bylettingP(a)=Z _Y EA fl,, (ay). Again we can define corresponding map 
pings BY : RG + L and E : N + L, and pis an extension of /3. Finally, we define 
Y : N + M @ ~5 by r(a) = (ol(a),P(a)) and -J; : N + M @ L by y(a) = @(a)$(a)). 
Let p : M @ L -tlG be the RG-map which sends the factors Jp and L_Y to them- 
selves. (Each of these factors is contained in &.) G is generated by UpE V(X) Gp to- 
gether with {ty 1 y E A), so p is onto by Lemma 1. We can also extend p to an RG- 
map j5 : M @ L + RG sending the factors RG and Lr to themselves, and p is clearly 
onto. It is easy to see that jjji = 0 andpy = 0. 
Lemma 3. y and 7 are one-to-one mappings. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 7 is one-to-one since +y is the restriction of ;jT to N. 
Suppose ?J(a) = 0, a EM. Then B(a) = p(a) = 0; @a) = 0 jmplies that &,(a,J = 0 for 
ally E A, that is, -a,&, - 
yEA - E(T). 
1) = 0 for ally EA. This implies that a,, = 0 for 
Hence ii(a) = 0 implies that Z_vEA nE(n Gy(ay ) = 0 in M. 
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But by Lemma 2, there is a short exact sequence 
O-, LI R&+&i ” ,RG-,O 
_J=AnE(T) 
where & and p’ are the restrictions of Z and j?. Hence aY = 0 for y E A n E(T), so 
a =O. 
Lemma 4. l!%e sequence 0 + Ez M @ L L RG -+ 0 is exact. 
Proof. It remains to show that Ker 77 E Im 7. Suppose j? (a, b) = 0, where a EM, 
b E L. Then for y E A, by can be written as by =yY(tr - l), with rY E RG (if 
y E E(T), take r,, to be 0), and if we define c in N by letting c, = !Y 0) E A), then 
y(c) = (a’, b) for some a’ E M. 
Now (a, b) = (a - a’,O) +7(c), so we need only show that (a - a’, 0) E Im($. But 
F(a - a’,O) = jF(a, b) - qy(c) = 9, and again because of the exact sequence 
O-+IQJ,,E(~) RG “--M -k RG + 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3), there exists 
d ELI VEAfJE(T) RG such that a’(d) = a - a’ (since p’(a - a’) = jT(a - a’,O) = 0). 
We’ can regard as an element of n by defining d,, = 0 for y E A - E(T). Then 
j@) = (a - a’, 0), so (a - a’,O) E Lr@j). 
We wish to show that the sequence 0+ N r+ M @ L p Ic + 0 is a&o exact, 
and to do this we shall use the next lemma. 
Lemma 5. Continuing with the notation established at the beginning of this section, 
let U be an RGmodule, and let fp : Jp -, U and fY : L,, + I/ be RG-homomorphisms, 
for each P E V(X), y EA. Suppose that, for ally E A, and for all a E GY, 
(1 - a)fY(tv-WtY&Jay- W-foo(a- WO. 
. 
l%en there is an extension of the collection up, f, 1 P E V(X), y E A} to an RG 
homomorphism f : I, -+ U. 
Proof. The restriction of fp (where PE V(X)) to IGP gives an RGp-homomorphism 
I& + U, which in turn gives a derivation dp : GP + U. Similarly, each f, gives a 
derivation dy : <t,> + U. These derivations give group homomorphisms sp, s,,, from 
Gp, <t,> respectively to the split extension UG (which contains the split extensions 
UGp and WY>>. Specifically, sp(g) = (d&),g), sy(g) = (d,de),g) for all relevant g. 
Now if the collection {sP, sy 1 P E V(x), y E A} has an extension to a homomor- 
phism s : G + UG, s will have the form s(g) = (d(g),g) for all g E G, because the Gp 
and ty generate G. Definingflg - 1) = d(g) for g E G will give the desired extension 
of the collection cfp, f, 1 P E V(x), y E A}. 
G has a presentation (ty, Gp 1 rel GP, tyaytil = a, ty = 1 for y E T), where P runs 
through V(x), y through A, and a through Gy. The extension will therefore exist 
provided the sp and sy map the defining relators to the identity in UG. The only 
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relators for which this is not clear are those t,,ay$$a- ‘, whiere a E Gy , y E A. 
Thus the condition to be satisfied is that for all a E Gy9 ally E A, 
sv(‘u)st~,(a~)sy(t~l)so~~(a~l) = (0,l) in UC. 
That is, 
U;(t,-l)J,> . (fte,(ay--l),ay). (-~~‘fyCfu-l>,‘;l). (-a-lf,(y+~-0,a-l) = (OJ) . 
Mult@ying the fust two factors on the left-hand side together gives 
yV ($-1) + ‘yf,cv,(ay-l), fvay). 
Multiplying this by the third factor gives 
Vy(tY-1) + ty&v,(ay-?) - fuayt~‘~(fv-l),fyayt~~) I 
= qjfy-l) + ty&y,(ay-l) - Q&V,-lho) l . 
Finally, multiplying by the fourth factor, we obtain 
(f (t -l)+tyl;o(ay-l) - “fvcfr-1) -f,cv,(a--l), 1) . YY 
and the condition that this should be equal to (0,l) is precisely that in the statement 
of the lemma. 
Lemma 6. The sequence 0 -, lVL M @ LA Ic + 0 is exact. 
Proof. It remains to show that Ker(p) C_ Im(y). Let 
U = M @ L/Im(r> = Coker 7 . 
Let fP be the usual injection JP v M + M $ L, and Ty the injection Ly *M @ L (for 
allPE V(x),yEA). 
Let fp be the composite map JP 
5 
e M @ L + U, the last map being the cano- 
nical map, and likewise define fy . We wish to apply Lemma 5, and the relevant con- 
dition is: 
W-alT,(t,--1) + tj$w+~y-l) -j&#--l) E Im(r) ,
for all a E Gy, y EA. However this sum is just y(r), where r has a- 1 as y-coordinate, 
and 0 in alI other coordinates of N. 
Hence by Lemma 5, the collection cfp,fy 1 P E V(x), y E A} has an extension to 
an RG-homomorphism f : IG + U. The composite map fop agrees with the canonical 
map M @ L + U on the direct factors Jp and L,, of M @ L, so is the canonical map. It 
follows that Im(r) = Ker (&9) 2 Ker p. 
We can summarize all this by means of a 3 X 3 diagram of RG-modules. 
Theorem 1. Continuing with the same notation, there is a commutative diagram with 
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exact rows and columns: 
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0 0 0 
where 6 is given by 6(,gGy) = gtyGtcv) - gGot,,$j EA. g E G) and 4 by q(tip) = 1 
for g E G, PE v(X). 
Proof. It is easily verified that 6 is well-defined. The right hand column is the usual 
exact sequence (RG + R is the augmentation map and & + RG is inclusion). The 
middle column is obtained by starting with the exact sequence 0 -UP +RG -+ R(G/Gp) 
+ 0 (PE V(X)), and taking the direct sum of these sequences over all PE V(X), to 
obtain 0 + M+;i?-+ Up,V~x~R(G/Gp) + 0, and then taking the direct sum of this 
id with the exact sequence 0+ L AL + 0 + 0. The left hand column is obtained in 
a similar fashion. It is routine to verify that the diagram commutes, and we have 
proved that the top, and middle rows are exact (Lemmas 4 and 6). It follows that the 
bottom row is exact (see [ 10; Ch.11, Lemma S.l]). 
Remark. If we take R =_Z,Ahe bottom row of Theorem 1 is the augmented chain 
complex of the Eaph X = X(9, X, T,A) on which G acts (sze [4] or [ 1 l] for the 
construction of X). The exactness of this row means that X is acyclic, that is, a tree, 
so we have a new proof that x” is a tree. 
3. 
We continue to assume that (9,X) is a graph of groups, Tis a m&ma1 tree of X, 
A is an orientation of X, and G,, + GtQj is inclusion for y $EA - E(T). This last as- 
sumption is unnecessary, but simplifies the notation. R denotes an arbitrary commu- 
tative ring with identity. 
The bottom row in Theorem 1 gives rise to klayer-Vietoris sequences for the 
homology and cohomology of G. 
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Theorem 2. For any RG-module U, there are exact sequences 
(1) . . . + Hi@, 0 --) fl Hi(Gp,U)+ n H’(CY,q PE V(X) Y- 
-+ H’+‘(G,U) + . . . 
+ Hi(G, r/) + ’ Hi ,(Gy,II) j ... 
Yd - 
(i E 2). (In (2), U is regarded as a right RG-module by defining ug = g- ‘u for u E U, 
gf G*) 
Proof. The exact sequence 0 + i.lya R(G/Gy) + up,vtmR(G/Gp) + R + 0 of 
Theorem 1 gives rise to a long exact sequence for the functor Ex& (-, U) which 
has the form 
. . . + Ex& (R, LJ) + pr v(x) Ext& (R(G/Gp), w n 
(see [ 10; Ch.hII. 58 Exercise 3 and Theorem 9.11). 
Using Lemma 4.1 of [ 131, this becomes the desired sequence (1). The sequence (2) 
can be obtained in a similar manner using the functor TocG(U, -) (see [3; Ch.X, 
Prop. 7.51). 
~oro~ry. cdR G G 1 + supy~,pE~(~ t cd G R p> cdR Gy>, where cdR G denotes the 
projective dimension of R as trivial RG-module. 
Proof. If the supremum on the right hand side is 00, there is nothing to prove. Sup 
pose SUPyL4.PE V(X) (CdR Gp, cdRGy } = k < =‘. 
Then if U is an RG-module,Hk+l(Gp,U) = Hk+l (G,,,U) = 0 for ally E A, P e V(X). 
The exact sequence (1) of Theorem 2 looks like 
. . . O+O+Hk+*(G,U)+O+O... 
hence Hk+* G ( ,u)=O. It follows that cdRG< 1 +k. 
It is possible to give more explicit descriptions of the maps occurring in the se- 
quences (1) and (2) of Theorem 2, using restriction, corestrkction and conjugation 
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maps, as in [ 11. However, we shall not do so since it is unnecessary for our purposes. 
We recall that a group I’ is said to be of type E(R) if R (as a trivial RF-module) 
has a resolution by finitely generated projective RF-modules, and of type FP(R) if 
R has such a resolution of finite length. The total Euler *characteristic x(I’:R) is 
defined in [ 121 for groups F of type FP(R), and is an element of R [I’], the free 
R-module on the set of conjugacy classes of I’. We define p(C : R) to be the coeffi- 
cient of the trivial conjugacyzlass in x(I? : R). A homomorphism of groups 
f : I’ -+ I” induces an R-map f : R [I’] + R [I”], by sending the class of g E r to that 
off(g) in r’ (see [S]). 
‘Theorem 3. Suppose X is a finite graph, that is, V(X) and E(X) are jM.te sets. Then: 
(i) ifall Gp (P E V(x)) and Gy@ E Aj are of type E(R), so is G; 
(ii) ifall Gp and Fv are of type FP(R), so is G, and 
x(G: R)= c T(x(Gp : R)) - c &(Gy : R)) 
PE v(x) .=A 
where i denotes the various inclusion maps Gp + G and G,, + G. 
Prod. Rewrite the bottom row of Theorem 1 as 
O-, u RG 8 RL u RG 8 R+R+Q. 
Y- RGy PE: V(X) RGP 
If all Gp and Gy are of type F(R), we can take finitely generated projezrive re- 
solutions y y + R of R as trivial RG_,,-module, and qp -+ R as trivial RGp-module, 
for each PE V(X), j EA. 
Since RG is free as a right RGp-module and RGy-module, the functors RG @RQ - 
and RG @RGy - are exact, for all P E V(X), y EA. Therefore, the rows in the dia- 
gram 
LI RG@RGp qpe L.I 
PEWI P E V(X) 
RG@RG~R 
are finitely generated projective RG-resolutions; 6 extends to a mapping 6 of chain 
complexes, and the mapping cylinder, 4, of 6 gives a resolution by finitely glenerated 
RG-projectives, q + R. If all y ,, and qp are of finite length, so is q . This proves (i) 
and the first part of (ii), and x(G : R) can now be easily calculated from Q us,ing [5; 
Lemmas 1 and 21, giving the formula in (ii). 
On comparing the coefficients of the trivial conjugacy class, part (ii) of the theo- 
rem gives the formula 
p(G : R) = c 
PE urn 
,u(Gp : R) - c p(Gy : R) . 
YEA 
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This was obtained in [S] as a special case of a geometrical theorem. The present 
proof is an algebraic version of the argument in [S] .
Let I’ be a group with finitely generated rational homology. (That is, the groups 
&r,Q) are Q-finitely generated, and are zero for all but finitely many i in 2.) In 
[2], Brown defines ?(I’) = Ci>u (- 1 ji dimqIf@‘, Q) for such groups I’. 
Lemma 7. If X is finite and F(Gp) and z(G,,> are defined for all P E V(x) and 
y E A, then *r(G) is defined, and 
k-f. Take R = Q = I/ in the sequence (2) of Theorem 2. 
We obtain an exact sequence of Q-modules 
which is zero from some point on. Hence all Hi(G,Q) are finitely generated, and 
dimq~oGQ) - PEv(~ c dimq~o(Gp,Qj + c dimQHgGy,Q) 
YeA 
- dim&(G,Q) + . . . = 0. 
Collecting terms, we obtain the desired formula. 
Brown [2] defines a group T’ to be of finite !:lomological type (which we abbre- 
viate to “of type FH”) if 
(i) r has a subgroup of finite index which has finite cohomological dimension; 
(ii) every torsion free subgroup of I’ of furnile index has finitely generated integral 
homology. 
Brown shows that, if l? is of type FH, one can define 
1 
X(r) = (r : rfj ?tr’j 9 
where I” is any torsion free subgroup of I’ with finite index (I’ : I”). 
Theorem 4. Suppose X is finite, and G, Gp, Gv are of type FH, for all P E V(X), 
yEA. Then 
x(G) = c x(c,)- c WY) l 
PE v(x) YEA 
Proof. We use the Bass-Serre Structure Theorez [4&l 11. Let H be a torsion free sub- 
group of G of finite indexj; H acts on the tree X = X($/,X, r A), and is therefore the 
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endamental group n(BC, Y’, 7’) of an associated graph of groups (5X, Y), where Y = 
X/M Now Y is finite, and the vertex groups of (Se, Y) have the form IQ n gGpg_‘, 
where g runs through a set Dp of representatives for the double cosets If”‘, and P 
runs through V(x). Also Hng$g- 1 is a torsion free subgroup of finite index in gGPg-l, 
which is of type FH, so H n gGpg_l has finitely generated rational homology. kike- 
wise the edge groups have the form H n gG,,g-‘, where g runs through a set of re- 
presentatives D,, for the cosets L&G,,, and y through A, and the groups H n gC,g-’ 
have finitely generated rational homolqy. By Lemma 7, 
= c c (gc,g-i :
p@w gap 
H n gGpg- 9 xwpg- 9 
- c c (gGyg-’ : 
YEA g-y m~yK1~xwy~-l) 
= c 
pfsw 
x(Gp) c (gGpg-’ : If n gc,g-‘> 
geDp 1 
- yg x’Gy’[ggD 
Y 
@(Q-l : ~ WJdq 
Hence 
x(G) = I y(H) = c 
i PE V(x) 
xcc,> - c x(c,) l 
YEA 
Of course, one would like a more exact analogy with Theorem 3, and prove that, 
if all Gp and Gy are of type FH, so is G. However, I know neither a proof nor a 
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